DOOA, an inspiring brand, helps you enjoy aquatic plants more freely. Minimal and easy, and designed as a platform allowing everyone to nurture plants indoors. Feel closer to nature, and bring beauty into your life.

Have a fun with epiphytes and Neo Glass Air

DOOA PALUDARIUM

Paludarium with DOOA is full-fledged, having aquatic plants and jungle plants in small aquarium tanks that can be simply placed on a desk. Let’s create your own Paludarium with your favorite plants.
What is DOOA’s Paludarium?

Use of terrestrial plants and aquatic plants
For Paludarium, plants that require humidity such as mosses, aquatic plants and tropical rainforest plants, are suitable.

Planting and arranging by yourself
Plant various plants such as aquatic plants that spread sideways and plants that grow upwards with tweezers.

Having a fun with small aquarium tanks
Neo Glass Air is a lineup of small aquarium tanks. Choose appropriate sizes that suit spaces where you want to place the aquarium tanks.

Easy maintenance with mist spray
For the maintenance, see how dry it is and spray mist. Regularly spray some Wabi-Kusa Mist on leaf surfaces and supply nutrients to aquatic plants.

How do I create a Paludarium?

1. Creating a composition
   Create a structure with natural materials such as stones and driftwood after laying substrate materials. Horn Wood S and SS are recommended to use.
2. Planting
   Plant plants such as BIO Mizukusa no Mori using tweezers. Plant short plants in the front and plants that grow tall in the back.

Products needed to create Paludarium

- Neo Glass Air W20×D20×H20(cm)
- Neo Glass Cover 20×20(cm)
- Jungle Soil 700mL
- Jungle Base 200mL
- Terra Line
- Terra Tape
- Aqua Pincette M
- Wabi-Kusa Mist 200mL

There are ideal tools for arranging and growing layouts.

Plant lineup suitable for Paludarium

- BIO Mizukusa no Mori
- Midground plants
  - Cryptocoryne axelrodii
  - Lagenandra keralensis
  - Hydrocotyle verticillata
- Background plants
  - Staurogyne repens
  - Hygrophila sp.’Araguya Sharp Leaf’
  - Tonina fluviatilis

- Jungle Plants (epiphytic orchids)
  - Epidendrum porpax
  - Medinilla decoratum ‘Orange’
  - Maxillaria sorphonitis
  - Ceratostylis philippinensis
  - Dinema polybulbon

Points for Growing Paludarium

Point 1 Light
Avoid direct sunlight and place your aquarium tank in a bright place. The ideal place is where sunlight shines through curtains. ≥5000Lux or more is recommended.

Point 2 Humidity
See how dry the aquarium tank is and spray mist. When the inside becomes stuffy, slightly slide the special glass cover and make a gap.

Point 3 Air Breeze
It is necessary for epiphytic orchids to be in a dry environment from time to time. Attach them to the top of driftwood, adjust the gap of the special glass cover and create an ideal environment.

Prevent non-native species from spreading into the environment. Always be aware of their environmental impacts.